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How does biodegradation of aromatic contaminants start?
- Catalytic function of ring-hydroxylating Rieske non-heme iron oxygenase -

Dihydroxylation of aromatic compounds is important as the initial reaction in aerobic
degradation of toxic aromatic compounds and as the regio- and stereo-specific modification
reaction for aromatic compounds. This important reaction is catalyzed by Rieske non-heme
iron oxygenase (RO), which is composed of terminal oxygenase (TO) and electron transport
protein(s), reductase (Red) alone or both Red and ferredoxin (Fd). TO catalyzes the
incorporation of two oxygen atoms of molecular dioxygen as vicinal hydroxyl groups at cis-
configuration. Two electrons of NADH was transferred to TO directly or via Fd and used to
activate molecular dioxygen. For effective dihydroxylation of aromatic compounds, efficient
electron transfer between the components is indispensable, because each component exists as
cytosolic independent soluble proteins. In addition, accurate recognition of aromatic
compounds by substrate-binding site of TO is also important for following complete
mineralization by downstream enzymes. To understand the detailed mechanisms in electron
transfer between the components and substrate recognition by TO in RO systems, we have
used carbazole 1,9a-dioxygenase (CARDO), which is the initial enzyme of carbazole
degradation pathway in various bacteria. Previous results suggested that CARDO consists in
TO, Fd, and Red, and has broad substrate range. By X-ray crystallography, we recently
succeeded in determining the complex structure of reduced state of TO and oxidized state of
Fd, and single structure of reduced state of TO, by redox-regulated crystallization of TO and
Fd. Periodical soaking of reduced TO crystal with substrate and dioxygen followed by
structure determinations provided the structures appeared in actual catalytic cycle. Together
with the previously solved structures of oxidized sate of TO, Fd, and TO:Fd complexes, we
could understand how the catalytic cycle of TO proceeds including association/dissociation
with Fd and produces dioxygenation product.


